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This year’s exhibition was a milestone in the TMG’s life.  It was one of the best and one of the 

most well attended.  A huge debt of thanks is due to Redhill School and in particular Tony Gane 

for arranging the facilities which included the large school hall.  Figures 1 and 2 show the school 

crest rendered in Mecccano. Of course thanks in no less measure are due to all those who 

contributed to making the exhibition a success.  Things like the printing of the fancy Meccano 

table skirting sheets, the laying out of the tables in the hall, the poster system depicting the 

history of Meccano, lining the walls with Meccano pictures, the provision of power for the 

models, manning the entrance desk, and lastly those of you who brought along their models and 

all the work that went into getting them to exhibition standard.  Clearly without you there would 

simply be no exhibition.  Let’s hope the same facility will be available next and subsequent years. 

 It has truly been a windfall for the club, and further impetus to the contention that Meccano is 

alive and well in SA.  Three cheers again for Tony. 

 

In this report where models are repeats I will just mention them as they have been dealt with in 

the past, whether in exhibition or TMG meeting reports.    Nevertheless, any pictures will still be 

presented.  However where they are new, I will discuss them in more detail. 

   

1. General 

 

Here I will present pictures not of models but rather ones that helped to show the atmosphere of 

the exhibition: 

Figure 3:   the table skirting  (thanks to Kieron Leeburn) and the poster boards displaying 

Meccano’s history. 

Figure 4: Part of the hall showing some of the posters depicting Meccano history and some of the 

Meccano pictures lining the walls. 

Figure 5:  Another view of the exhibition 

Figure 6: one of the poster boards describing Meccano in the period 1907 – 1926 

Figure 7:  Examples of the Meccano Magazine 

Figure 8: Examples of the Meccano Pictures lining the walls. 

Figure 9: Example of the breadth of interest in Meccano. 

Figure 10: The advertising poster for the exhibition 

 

2. Tony Gane   

 

Tony had several models: 

Figures 11 and 12:  Ball Rolling Gizmo 

Figures 13 and 14: ‘Boucher’s’ Coaching Clinic 

Figure 15: Around the World in Lazy Days. 

Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19:  CAT Caterpillar opened up showing gear box internals. 

Figures 20, 21, and 22:  Partially completed CAT towing truck. 

Figure 23:  rotating helicopter that flies. 



 

3. Paul Wright 

 

Paul had three models that he completed for the exhibition. The first is his roller coaster.  This 

model must have taken a lot of painstaking adjustment to get the roller unit to successfully coast 

all the way to the bottom of the take-up chain.  It worked spectacularly during the show and drew 

attentive spectators.   Figures  PW 1 and PW2. 

 

The second was his aerial cableway shown in Figure PW 3, not quite finished and the last was his 

automatic locomotive ‘Tricky Track’ shown in figures PW 4 and 5.  In this model two small 

locomotives, on of which is shown in figure PW 6, complete the circuit by passing each other in 

the middle and turning around at the ends. 

 

Other exhibits included: 

Figures  PW7: His 8 wheeled Tatra  crane truck figure PW 7  

Figure PW 8, PW 9: A complete No 4 Bayko building set, made by Plimpton Engineering in the 

1950’s with a model of a house.  Note the particular London semi detached house type 

architecture characteristic of these sets. 

Figure PW 10: A tower crane. 

Figure PW 11: ‘Fowler BB1 Steam ploughing engine 

 

4. Rodney James 

 

Figure RJ 1, 2: Rodney had his now complete cyclist in the sky working endlessly, and a Spitfire 

(figure RJ 3) assembled from one of the new single model Meccano kits.  Also shown was a 

component bender – Figure RJ 4. 

 

5. Frank Ferreira 

 

As usual Frank displayed one of his Meccanographs.  Figure FF1 shows a dejected Frank trying 

to puzzle out why the unit is not performing properly!  Figure FF2 shows a close up. 

 

6. Peter Matthews 

 

Peter had his usual collection of models depicting transport of yesteryear plus a number that he 

brought along from Meccano Museum: 

Figures  PM1, PM2: 1920 steam hoisting truck. 

Figure PM3: ‘Talisin’ articulated mountain track locomotive. 

Figure PM4: A selection of assembled wheels . 

Figure PM5:  Double decker tram with rails. 

Figure PM6: Stationary steam engine in 1930’s colours. 

Figures PM7, 8 : Mr Gerber’s  traction engine. 

 

7. Dick Anstee 

 

Dick completed his amazing metallurgical treatment and screening plant. This plant is complete  

with a model Symons Cone crusher, model rotating ball mill, conveyors, double deck screens, 

hoppers.  It successfully separated a mixture of beans, peas and rice.  See figures DA1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

and 6.   His model  short wheel base Landrover is shown in figure DA1. 



 

8. Dave Heathcote 

Perhaps Dave’s most spectacular model was that of the Oliver Tambo Airport control tower in  

Figure DH1, in yellow, his now complete giant block setting crane (figures DH2, 3, 4 and 5).  

Others: 

Figure DH6:Spirit of St Louis single engine plane 

Figure DH7: Loco. 

Figure DH8: ping pong ball roller coaster 

Figure DH9:  Three speed and reverse gear box. 

 

9. Cliff Brown 

 

After exhibiting his red and zinc double jib dockside crane for nine consecutive years, Cliff 

decided to present a new model.  He continued the same theme – this time a single jib version in 

zinc and yellow (Figures CB1, 2 and 3). 

 

10. Kieron Leeburn 

 

Kieron shown his well demonstrated and finely set up wire drawing machine – Figure KL 1   and 

his cable stranding machine – figures KL 2,3,4 and 5.  The two machines with Kieron are shown 

in Figure KL 6. 

 

11. Dominic Leeburn 

 

Dominic kept onlookers interested in his ‘trebouche’ machine.  This device is a model of a 

projectile throwing machine used to attack fortresses and the like in medieval times.  It displayed 

remarkable consistency when aimed at various  rugby emblems like those of the Natal Sharks and 

the Blue Bulls.  

 

12 Paul Hatty 

 

Paul brought along a number of models listed below: 

Figure PH1:  Display of  Meccano gears and mechanisms 

Figure PH2:  ‘Aunt Sally’ fairground machine.  A coin is inserted (in this case 

Figure PH3:  Automatic ‘robot’ machine – 1/3
rd

 scale motor vehicle assembly robot.  

Figure PH4:  Meccanographs 

Figure PH5:  Three speed and reverse gearbox with on one lay shaft. 

Figure PH6: Epicyclic four speed and reverse gearbox using five gear rings (p/n/ 180). 

Figure PH7:  Differential with reduction gearbox providing secure half shafts to take extra 

weight. 

 

13 Pieter Gouws 

 

Pieter brought along a  ‘horse’ a part of a larger model still under construction – figure PG1. 

 

14 Tachel Venn 

 

Tachel brought along a model of Big Ben from one of the newer Meccano Sets - figure TV1. 

 


